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HOW DO WE DEFINE SCHOLARSHIP?
Although there is no agreed statement on scholarship yet within the Association of
Colleges (AoC) or college higher education (college HE), Vision West Nottinghamshire
College, in partnership with Birmingham Metropolitan College and Walsall College, has
adopted a working definition below:
Scholarship is the disciplined acquisition of knowledge (through study, research,
synthesis, application, teaching and learning) that drives, informs and develops the
curriculum. It connects theory to practice, using creative and innovative methods, to
inspire and enhance how we teach and how we and our students learn.

THE SCHOLARSHIP PROJECT
The scholarship project was a national initiative, funded by HEFCE and administered
through the Association of Colleges. Scholarship Development Managers were in post
across the country, leading a consortium of local partner colleges, to support the creation
of a ‘Scholarship Framework’. This framework can now be used by all colleges to support
the HE scholarship journey of their staff and students.
This handbook has been designed for HE delivery staff. It aims to engage staff (and
students) in scholarship by offering a model of scholarship (Boyer, 1990) and a range of
practical methods to develop and enhance scholarly profiles in college HE. This handbook
can be used as a resource to:
enhance the student learning experience and employability skills
engage students as active co-producers of learning
raise the profile and status of HE in FE colleges
support staff development events
build strong local/national employer links, supporting the development of industry
currency of skills for staff and students
l inform clear college policies and practices.
l
l
l
l
l

Scholarship and research lie at the
heart of higher education.
UK Quality Code
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WHY IS SCHOLARSHIP IMPORTANT?
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Enhances the HE student experience.
Increases the potential for student employment.
Is integral to the revised NSS questions from 2017.
Supports curriculum planning and delivery.
Supports the development of an HE ethos.
Raises the profile/status of HE in the college and wider community.
Develops staff profiles/credibility.
Encourages the development of employer links.
Develops partnership working.
Requires colleges to implement/review HE scholarship policies and practices .
Has the potential to impact on HE recruitment.
Is viewed by QAA as essential in HE provision.
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BOYER’S FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS
The project is informed by Boyer’s four scholarships model (Boyer, 1990). All scholarship
activities should align with one or more of the four scholarship areas outlined below.

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF DISCOVERY
The advancement of knowledge, freedom of inquiry and investigation.
l Traditional research.
l Publishing articles in journals, magazines, newspapers etc.
l Speaking/presenting at conferences (or other events).
l Attainment of higher-level qualifications/fellowships.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship with students:
l through the use of academic journals
l producing/performing/exhibiting creative work
l student presentations, based on their own research
l applied interview techniques to support primary research
l using a flipped learning model (encouraging research/debate/critical thinking)
l utilising research to inform/resolve problem-solving tasks
l volunteering opportunities (to develop/extend knowledge base).

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
Builds bridges between understanding and learning by not only
transmitting knowledge, but transforming and extending it.
l Applying research to curriculum development and/or delivery.
l Developing/testing teaching materials.
l Mentoring students in research.
l Designing/implementing assessment systems.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship with students:
l co-producers in traditional/action research
l student ‘buddying’ or mentoring system
l student advocates
l developing and applying flipped learning opportunities.
l employer-led live briefs
l community-based development projects
l consultancy projects
l work placements.
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THE SCHOLARSHIP OF APPLICATION
Explores how knowledge can be applied to aid society/professionals/
students in addressing problems.
l Involvement with professional bodies.
l Maintenance of professional body status/currency.
l Delivering CPD with employers.
l Consultancy work.
l Professional/industry activity.
l Working with employers to inform curriculum content.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship with students:
l work-based/work-related activity
l independent studies
l employer showcase
l work placements/development of employability skills
l specific community/work-based problem solving
l guest speakers
l student presentations.

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF INTEGRATION
Make connections across disciplines, placing specialities in a larger context,
advancing knowledge through synthesis.
l Leading staff development activities.
l Participation in college, regional or national development forums.
l Member of validation panels (including internal panels).
l External examiner or reviewer/verifier roles.
l Collaboration with colleagues to design/deliver core modules.
l Peer observations/review.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship with students:
l sharing ideas/research through academic posters
l creating mind-concept maps
l student/peer-led activities
l student membership of college panels/committees/HE guild
l contributing/sharing ideas through the HE student think tank
l producing/performing/exhibiting creative work
l skill sharing/joint student projects across disciplines/curricula
l volunteering opportunities (to share and extend knowledge base further).
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STEPS TO SCHOLARSHIP
Define
scholarship

l College
definition

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Delivery staff and
students

Identify
scholarship
practices

l Audit and
analysis

Raising HE
profile in FE
colleges

(Industry skills, qualifications,
research, curriculum
development, peer
observation and personal
portfolios)

l Publication
l Visible practice

Scholarship
agenda and
engagement

l Research
l Focus groups
l Symposiums

Implementation
of scholarship
projects

l Needs analysis
l Research
l Peer observations

Evaluation of
impact

Employer engagement
(Including college as
employer)
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l Student 		
engagement surveys
l Evaluative tools

Sharing/raising
of HE profile

l
l
l
l
l

Research spaces
Conference
Publication
HE Guild
Guest speakers
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SCHOLARSHIP AND ETHICAL RESEARCH
Research is integral to scholarship and sits at the heart of Boyer’s model. Developing a
robust ethical process within your college will promote not only the quality of research, but
the safety of researchers and participants, providing a framework that supports an open,
honest and reliable base to progress knowledge, understanding and new thinking. The
British Educational Research Association (BERA) provide guidelines to ensure that areas of
responsibility, respect, privacy and standards are met by educational researchers. The link
to these guidelines and associated resources can be found at the end of this handbook.

RESEARCH ETHICS IN PRACTICE
l Introduce students to the concept of research ethics and integrity.
l Identify where information on research ethics can be made explicit and promoted
to students (assignment briefs, module/course handbooks).
l Analyse BERA guidelines and validating university/college policies, discussing these
in relation to proposed student research.
l Use different types of research to analyse, assess and manage risk (data protection,
confidentiality, research methods, plagiarism, consent, anonymity etc.).
l Set individual/small group research and presentation tasks (increasing in complexity
as students become more familiar with research processes and skills).
l Signpost examples of good practice in relation to ethics and integrity and how these
support a positive scholarly profile (how research/researchers are valued, cited,
debated etc.).
l Use case studies developmentally where ethical guidelines have been contravened.
l Deconstruct existing research, exploring the concepts of viability and reliability.
l Discuss the legality and ownership of research.
l Critically analyse and debate current research in subject specialism and the
potential for new research and new knowledge.
l Peer review dissertation proposals.
l Explore opportunities to ‘go public’ with research (conferences, showcases,
presentations, publishing articles, academic posters, applied research).

The aim of the guide is to enable educational
researchers to weigh up all aspects of the process of
conducting educational research within any given
context (from student research to large-scale funded
projects) and to reach an ethically acceptable position in
which their actions are considered justifiable and sound.
BERA Ethical Guidelines for Educational Research
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SCHOLARSHIP AND EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT
Boyer’s model of scholarship, in particular the Scholarship of Application, requires
individuals, groups and institutions to consider how they can apply research and
knowledge to benefit society. Engaging with employers has the potential to do this, through
a mutually beneficial process that can develop a scholarly ethos and culture in college HE in
the workplace and in the community. Employer collaborations will vary in their complexity,
focus, activities and outputs. However, these collaborations remain one of the most
challenging, exciting and creative areas of scholarship.

ENGAGING WITH EMPLOYERS IN PRACTICE
The process of engaging with employers can provide you and your students with
real, active research experiences, where you are not only working in partnership with
industry specialists, but where the skills for employment and the potential for coproducing research with your students can become a reality.
l Know your community by researching and analysing the demographics and the
changing trends (industry, employment, migration etc.).
l Research local and/or national employers, discuss and plan with students the
potential for, and meaning of, partnership working.
l Create activities with students to identify and practise the skills and behaviours
required for collaborative work with industry (research skills, communication and
listening skills, innovation and problem-solving, analysis and critical thinking skills,
creativity, organisation, planning and presentation skills etc.).
l Be selective in the specific group of employers that you want to contact and know
why you want to work with them, what you can offer them and vice versa.
l Start with smaller projects that have the potential for a high success rate (live
briefs, showcases, guest speakers, less complex problem-solving tasks), as these
will engender confidence in the partnership and pave the way for more complex
and challenging tasks at higher levels.
l Agree realistic timeframes for all collaborative work. This may include working
outside designated teaching and learning hours and/or designing curriculum
delivery to meet partnership expectations.
l Utilise employer expertise to inform course and module planning/delivery and to
update staff/student industry knowledge and skills.
l Ensure that staff have the requisite skills to negotiate and engage in professional
discussions. This approach will open up opportunities to establish work
placements, reciprocal mentoring, advice and guidance and career progression
for students.
l Feedback from employers via annual monitoring processes will inform the
development of future projects and collaborations.
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STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarship is a progressive, lifelong journey, one where we, as educators, encourage our
higher education students to engage in personal and professional research, knowledge
exchange and skill development at increasingly complex and demanding levels. Supporting
student scholarship also challenges us to be flexible in how we reflect, review and
implement opportunities for innovation, development and change within our curriculum.
This process has the potential to strengthen our ethos and identity as an HE provider,
offering a focus for building strong community and employer links.

SCHOLARSHIP AT LEVEL 4

l Knowledge of the underlying concepts and principles associated with subject
area.
l An ability to present, evaluate and interpret qualitative and quantitative data, in
order to develop lines of argument and sound judgement.
l Attendance at a student-led and/or regional conference or showcase event.
l Present research in-house to peers and tutors.
l Communicate accurately different approaches to solving problems and
demonstrate personal responsibility.

SCHOLARSHIP AT LEVEL 5

l Knowledge and critical understanding of the well-established principles and the
way in which those principles have developed within subject specialism.
l Ability to apply underlying concepts and principles outside the context in which
they were first studied, applying research, where appropriate, to an employment
context.
l Active participation and/or facilitation role at a student-led/regional conference or
showcase event.
l Present research to a wider HE audience (student-led debates, academic posters,
exhibitions and/or reports).
l Ability to evaluate the appropriateness of different approaches to solving
problems, demonstrating personal responsibility and decision-making.

SCHOLARSHIP AT LEVEL 6

l A systematic understanding of key aspects of a field of study, including the
acquisition of coherent and detailed knowledge.
l An ability to deploy accurately established techniques of analysis and enquiry
within a discipline.
l Organisation of and/or presentation at a student-led/regional conference or
showcase event.
l Publish research in a newsletter, journal or online forum (think pieces, case
studies and/or articles).
l Demonstrate personal responsibility, decision-making in complex and
unpredictable contexts and the learning ability to undertake further training.
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AOC SCHOLARSHIP WEBSITE
https://www.aoc.co.uk/enhancing-scholarship-in-college-higher-education-thescholarship-project
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/en/Publications/Documents/Foundation-degreequalification-benchmark-2010
http://www.seec.org.uk
http://www.bera.ac.uk

CONFERENCES
East Midlands Scholarship and Research Conference
Friday 27 April 2018, Mickleover Court Hotel, Derby, DE3 0XX.
HE Business Management Conference
Thursday 17 May 2018, Vision University Centre, NG18 5BH.
HE Engineering Showcase
Wednesday 23 May 2018, Vision University Centre, NG18 5BH.
Create Arts Fest
W/c 11 June 2018, Visual Art and Design Centre, Derby Road, NG18 5BH.
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